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Quasineutral particle-in-cell models of ions must fulfill the kinetic Bohm criterion, in its inequality
form, at the domain boundary in order to match correctly with solutions of the Debye sheaths tied
to the walls. The simple, fluid form of the Bohm criterion is shown to be a bad approximation of the
exact, kinetic form when the ion velocity distribution function has a significant dispersion and
involves different charge numbers. The fulfillment of the Bohm criterion is measured by a weighting
algorithm at the boundary, but linear weighting algorithms have difficulties to reproduce the
nonlinear behavior around the sheath edge. A surface weighting algorithm with an extended
temporal weighting is proposed and shown to behave better than the standard volumetric weighting.
Still, this must be supplemented by a forcing algorithm of the kinetic Bohm criterion. This
postulates a small potential fall in a supplementary, thin, transition layer. The electron-wall
interaction is shown to be of little relevance in the fulfillment of the Bohm criterion. © 2010
American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3456516�

I. INTRODUCTION

The application of a two-scale asymptotic analysis to a
small-Debye length plasma separates the study of the bulk
quasineutral plasma from the thin Debye sheath adjacent to
the wall. Furthermore, under rather general conditions, that
sheath is quasiplanar, quasisteady, collisionless, and unmag-
netized. Then, the sheath existence requires the fulfillment of
the Bohm criterion �BC� at the sheath edge.1–4 For the com-
mon negative �i.e., ion-attracting� sheath, the BC states that
the ion flux cannot enter the sheath “subsonically” �in a par-
ticular sense to be clarified later�. Physically, a subsonic ion
flow develops a thin-scale space-charge rippling but not a
monotonic space-charge layer. In its simplest formulation,
for a plasma constituted by monoenergetic ions of charge
number Z and electrons of temperature Te satisfying the
Boltzmann relation, the BC takes the simple form

M0 = uni/cs0 � 1, cs0 = �ZTe/mi, �1�

where cs0 is the cold-ion sound speed, uni is the ion macro-
scopic velocity perpendicular to the wall, and M0 is the
plasma Mach number in the fluid equivalence �throughout
the paper subindex n will refer to the wall-perpendicular di-
rection�. For a general velocity distribution function of �wall-
attracted� ions, the exact or kinetic BC was formulated by
Harrison and Thompson3 and will be presented later in the
paper.

The conditions of the bulk quasineutral plasma deter-
mine whether the ion flux reaches sonically or supersonically
the sheath edge. For a steady-state plasma, quiescent far
from the wall, and without the possibility of a regular �i.e.,
with finite derivatives� sonic crossing within the bulk region,
the sonic form of the BC, M0=1, is the only possible transi-

tion at the sheath edge. However, the supersonic BC,
M0�1, applies, for instance, �1� for supersonic beams �such
as the plume of a plasma thruster discharge� impacting fron-
tally on a floating plate, or �2� at one or the two edges of
intermediate double layers.5–7 In plasma flows with strong,
low-frequency oscillations, the supersonic BC is expected to
apply intermittently.

In a fluid formulation of the quasineutral plasma, the BC
is one boundary condition of the ion differential equations.
Then, if the quasineutral solution is subsonic, the ambipolar
electric field at the sheath edge tends to infinity in the
quasineutral scale. On the contrary, if the ion flow near the
sheath edge is supersonic, the ambipolar field remains finite.
In both cases, the space-charge electric field at the edge tends
to zero in the sheath inner scale. The matching of these dis-
parate asymptotic behaviors takes place in a transition layer
of an intermediate scale.4 In the quasineutral scale, the
sheaths are just surface discontinuities. In general, if the BC
is satisfied and the sheath existence is assured, the interest is
more on the sheath jump conditions �such as the potential
fall and the particle and energy fluxes� than on the sheath
inner profiles.

Several issues related to the BC fulfillment arise when a
quasineutral particle-in-cell �PIC� model8 is adopted for the
ions, the particular formulation used for the �confined� elec-
trons being less relevant. First, there are difficulties for stan-
dard linear algorithms on a discrete mesh to reproduce the
correct square-root dependence of the electrostatic potential
and the plasma density near the boundary of a subsonic
quasineutral domain. Second, since ion macroparticles are
advanced in time according to the electromagnetic force on
them, there is not an immediate way of imposing the BC at
the boundary of the quasineutral domain. Third, since ion
particles leaving the domain are not returned back �assuming
that they recombine into neutrals�, there is the question ofa�Electronic mail: eduardo.ahedo@upm.es.
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whether the ion flux achieves by itself the sonic/supersonic
condition at the boundary. Fourth, the PIC ion population is
generally far from being monoenergetic and consists often of
ions with different charge numbers, which makes, in prin-
ciple, the simple BC �1� invalid.

The experience shows that for practical sizes of PIC
meshes and standard linear algorithms, the ion flux can be far
from achieving the BC by itself. This has led researchers to
look for practical ways of imposing it. Hutchinson9 sug-
gested to modify the weighting scheme at the boundary
node. Instead of using a linear scheme, he imposed the
square-root dependence of the variables between the node at
the boundary and the one next to it, with the expectation that
the plasma density will follow naturally the electrostatic po-
tential shape. He found the method valid for a collecting
sphere in a flowing plasma with Boltzmann electrons. In-
stead of this nonlinear boundary weighting scheme, Lampe
et al.10 proposed to force the fulfillment of the BC by includ-
ing a thin strip between the quasineutral domain and the
Debye sheath, where an incremental perpendicular velocity
�positive or negative� is added to all ion particles leaving the
PIC domain such that M0=1 is satisfied at the sheath edge.
Both Hutchinson and Lampe et al. worked with the simple
BC in Eq. �1�; attempts by Hutchinson to implement the
kinetic BC showed it to be too subject to noise to be useful.

This paper deals with the fulfillment of the kinetic BC
for a generic velocity distribution function of ions of differ-
ent charge numbers. Our two main goals are the derivation of
a suitable boundary weighting algorithm, more reliable than
the standard ones for internal nodes of Birdsall and
Langdon,8 and the implementation within a PIC model of a
consistent forcing algorithm of the kinetic BC.

The PIC model used here for these objectives is one
designed to study the plasma discharge in a Hall thruster.
Fife and Martínez-Sánchez11,12 developed the first two-
dimensional �2D� hybrid model for Hall thrusters, HPHall.
Its two main elements are the PIC submodel for heavy spe-
cies �ions and neutrals� and the anisotropic fluid submodel
for magnetized electrons. Macroscopic magnitudes for ions
and neutrals are obtained from a standard volumetric weight-
ing �VW�.8 Quasineutrality in the computational domain is
satisfied automatically by setting that the plasma density,
ne�r , t�, is determined by the PIC submodel only. Thus, the
boundaries of the PIC computational domain are the edges of
the Debye sheaths. The simulation model we use is a much
updated version of the original HPHall, with improvements
implemented at different phases and reported in Refs. 13–16
among others. HPHall is also the base model upon which
other 2D hybrid codes for Hall thrusters have been built.17–19

In any case, the results of this work should be applicable to
ion PIC models of different plasma discharges.

In the first phase of improvements of HPHall, Parra and
Ahedo started to analyze the fulfillment of the BC �1� in the
ion PIC submodel. First,20 they showed that the plasma gra-
dients and the value of M0 at the boundary were very sensi-
tive to the mesh size. Solutions for a typical mesh �“typical”
meaning a mesh supposedly fine enough to reproduce inter-
nal plasma gradients reliably� had Mach numbers at the
boundaries as low as M0�0.25. When the mesh size was

refined by a factor of 5 near the radial boundaries �increasing
the simulation time by a factor of 20�, M0 increased to about
0.5 and, more important, there were significant changes on
the plasma gradients and the plasma fluxes to the wall. Then,
they conclude that �i� the use of the VW at the boundaries
nodes is inadequate, �ii� local changes near the boundaries
modify nonlocally the plasma response, and �iii� M0�1 is
unattainable with practical meshes and the VW. Later,21,22

they proposed three alternative boundary weighting schemes:
a corrected VW, a surface weighting, and a BC forcing
scheme, this last one similar to the method proposed by
Lampe et al.

In Sec. II of this paper, the three alternative boundary
weighting algorithms are evaluated with respect to the ful-
fillment of the simple BC �1�. In Sec. III, the implementation
of the kinetic BC in a PIC model is developed and the dif-
ferences with the simple BC �1� are highlighted. In Sec. IV,
the algorithms presented in Sec. II are improved: an ex-
tended surface weighting scheme with small numerical noise
is proposed and the kinetic BC forcing algorithm is
developed. Section V discusses the influence of the electron
and wall formulations on the BC fulfillment and the way
to deal with “supersonic” Bohm transitions; it ends with
conclusions.

II. ASSESSMENT OF BOUNDARY WEIGHTING
SCHEMES

The numerical integration of the hybrid model advances
the PIC and electron submodels sequentially with a timestep
�t around 10−2–10−1 �s.13 Inputs of the PIC submodel �and
outputs of the electron submodel� are the ambipolar electric
potential and the electron temperature, ��r , t� and Te�r , t�.
Outputs of the PIC submodel �and inputs of the electron
submodel� are the particle densities and fluxes, n� and
g�	n�u�, of each heavy species: neutrals ��=n�, single ions
��= i1�, and double ions ��= i2�. Plasma quasineutrality
yields the electron �or plasma� density, ne=ni1

+2ni2
, as input

of the electron submodel.
Figure 1�a� sketches the axisymmetric simulation do-

main, the PIC mesh, and the thruster elements. The cathode
line is the magnetic line intersecting the cathode/neutralizer.
A discharge potential Vd is applied between a point at the
cathode line and the metallic anode. The anode drives a dis-
charge current Id between the plasma and the external circuit.
Thus, the discharge current is also the electron current in-
jected at the cathode line. The ambipolar electric field splits
this current into an outward beam, which makes the plasma
plume beyond the cathode line current-free, and an inward
beam, used to ionize the gas injected at the back of the
chamber and to provide quasineutrality. The lateral walls of
the chamber are made of a ceramic material with a high
secondary-electron-emission �SEE� yield, characterized
mainly by the electron temperature T1 leading to a 100%
yield �T1
26.4 eV in the simulations here�.

Figure 1�b� depicts the magnetic lines created by the
external magnetic circuit that surrounds the chamber �the
plasma-induced magnetic field is negligible�. These lines are
part of the mesh used to integrate the anisotropic fluid equa-
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tions of the electron submodel. Just as an illustration,
Fig. 1�c� plots, for a typical simulation, equipotential lines of
the time-averaged ambipolar electric field. The deviation be-
tween the equipotential and magnetic lines is explained by
the Boltzmann relation along the magnetic lines.

In order to compare the results for different weighting
schemes and BC expressions, most results here are for a
unique operational point and a unique mesh. The typical
simulation time is O�104�t��O�1 ms�. The thruster oper-
ates with a discharge voltage of 300 V between anode and
cathode, an injected mass flow of xenon at the back of the
chamber of 5 mg/s, and a maximum magnetic field �near the
chamber exit� of 250 G. The mesh consists of O�103� cells
and about 30 particles per cell and heavy species. This rela-
tively low number of particles is aimed at emphasizing the
issues under discussion here. In order to evaluate the rel-
evance of double ions in the fulfillment of the BC, two dif-
ferent simulations are run: simulation 1 and simulation 2
with the source term for double ions switched off and on,
respectively.

At the internal nodes, the macroscopic magnitudes for
the heavy species are obtained from a standard, first-order,
VW based on the three properties of the macroparticles: their
velocity vp, charge number Zp, and number of atoms Np they
represent. Thus, the ion density and the ion current density
satisfy8

ni�VW =
1

�V
�

p

S�zp,rp�Np,

�2�

ji�VW =
e

�V
�

p

S�zp,rp�NpZpvp,

where S�zp ,rp� is a bilinear weighting function �Fig. 1�d��,
�V=S�02�rdrdzS�r ,z� is the weighted volume of the re-
gion of influence of the node �which takes into account cy-
lindrical effects�, and the summation applies to all particles
in the region of influence.

Boundary weighting algorithms are discussed next. All
results in this section are for simulation 1 and the simple BC
�1�. Figures 2�a�–2�d� compare time-averaged results with
the different weighting schemes. Figure 2�a� plots the plasma
density at an almost radial magnetic streamline, located near
the chamber exit; since electrons follow the Boltzmann rela-
tion along a magnetic line, the variation of � is 	Te ln ne.
Figures 2�b�–2�d� plot ne and M0 along the outer dielectric
wall of the thruster. The arc variable s is defined along the
outer wall in the meridian plane, with intervals 0
s�mm�

25 and 25
s�mm� corresponding to regions inside and
outside the chamber �i.e., near plume�, respectively.

A. Corrected volumetric weighting

HPHall �Ref. 12� used the algorithm of Eq. �2� at the
boundary nodes, limiting the volume of influence to the in-
ternal half-side �Fig. 1�e��. This asymmetric weighting un-
derestimates �overestimates� magnitudes that increase �de-
crease� toward the boundary. The error is proportional to the
cell length in the wall perpendicular direction, �Ln, and is
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FIG. 1. �a� Sketch of the PIC domain and mesh. The back surface is the
metallic anode and part of it is the gas injector. The lateral surfaces are made
of a dielectric material. The cathode line is the magnetic line intersecting the
cathode/neutralizer. CN is a control node to measure instant values of
plasma magnitudes. �b� Magnetic field lines generated by the external mag-
netic circuit. �c� Lines of constant ambipolar electric potential for a typical
simulation with Vd=300 V. ��d�–�e�� Sketch of the region of influence of
internal and boundary nodes, respectively, for the VW.
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large for magnitudes that present large gradients near the
sheath boundary, which is the case of � and ne.

Parra and Ahedo21 pointed out that, at a boundary node,
Eq. �2� yields plasma magnitudes representative of the “cen-
ter of mass” Q� of that half-volume instead of the boundary
�Fig. 1�e��. For a linear weighting, that center of mass is
located at xQ�= �2xQ+xQ−1� /3. Hence, the corrected volu-
metric weighting �CW� at a boundary node is an extrapola-
tion of the weighted values at the location xQ� and the pre-
vious node �say, Q−1�

��CW,Q = 3
2��VW,Q� − 1

2��VW,Q−1, �3�

with � a generic plasma magnitude. The CW makes the error
proportional to �Ln

2. The comparison of the VW and the CW
in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� show that the CW yields larger radial
gradients of the plasma density and the electric potential in
the bulk of the plasma and a higher M0 at the sheath edge,
but still the BC �1� is far from being satisfied.

B. Surface weighting

Parra et al.22,23 suggested that measuring the properties
of the particles crossing �the panel of influence of� a bound-
ary node is more reliable than weighting on the particles
staying in its volume of influence. A SW algorithm acts only
on particles actually leaving the domain and is not affected
by the distortion caused by the one-side VW. The SW for the
ion density and current, at a generic boundary node, yields

ni�SW =
1

�t�A
�

p

S�sp�
Np

vnp
,

�4�

ji�SW =
e

�t�A
�

p

S�sp�
Np

vnp
Zpvp,

where the summation applies to particles crossing the surface
of influence of the node within the timestep �t, vnp is the
particle perpendicular velocity, �A is the weighted area of
the region of influence, and S�sp� is the weighting function
with variable s along the wall. Here, a zeroth-order weight-
ing function, S�sp�=1, has been found satisfactory; a first-
order weighting requires the additional cost of computing the
location where particles left the domain.

Figures 2�a� and 2�b� show that the SW leads to a further
development of the radial plasma structure and a higher M0

than the CW. In fact, the SW fulfills the BC �1� inside the
chamber. The sequence of behaviors of the VW, CW, and
SW indicates, first, a direct relation between the development
of the radial structure and the increase of M0 at the sheath
edge. Therefore, the fulfillment of the BC is crucial not only
for a correct transition to the sheath but also for a correct
solution within the quasineutral domain. Second, the SW
stands as the best boundary weighting scheme. Nonetheless,
the wall regions �like in the plume� with M0
1, the differ-
ences among the different weighting schemes in Fig. 2�c� on
the time-averaged profiles of ne, and the large-amplitude
noise of the SW scheme commented next, make advisable
some refinement of this boundary weighting scheme.
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FIG. 2. Time-averaged results for different boundary-weighting schemes.
�a� Radial profile of the relative plasma density at a near-radial magnetic
streamline, located at z
18.5 mm; nmax is the maximum density in that
magnetic line. �b� Mach number at the sheath edge along the outer wall. ��c�
and �d�� Plasma density along the outer wall. Results are for simulation 1
�without double ions�.
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The numerical noise associated with the SW is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. Figure 3�a� plots the number of ion particles
�each one with its own Np� crossing the control node—
marked in Fig. 1�a�—along 1000 timesteps. The number of
crossing particles in one timestep is small and presents a

large dispersion. This leads to strong temporal oscillations of
ne and M0, shown in Figs. 3�b� and 3�c�, and these distort the
time-averaged values of plasma magnitudes since extreme,
nonphysical values have too much weight when time-
averaging. Figure 3�d� plots the temporal evolution of Te at
the control node, obtained from the electron fluid submodel.
The fluctuations of Te correspond to the physical transit-time
instability24 and show almost no traces of the high-frequency
activity of the PIC results, confirming that the high-
frequency oscillations of ne are basically numerical noise.
�The comparison of the oscillations of the fluid and PIC sub-
models, in order to identify better what is numerical noise,
could be an advantage of hybrid models over fully PIC
ones.�

C. Forcing of the simple Bohm criterion

Lampe et al.10 proposed to force the fulfillment of the
BC. They postulated a thin layer adjacent to the Debye
sheath where ion-particle velocities are laid down to deter-
mine the average ion flow speed normal to the surface, uni.
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FIG. 3. Instant values at the control node using the surface-weighting
scheme. �a� Number of ion particles crossing the node in 1000 timesteps
�50 �s�. ��b�–�d�� Plasma density, Mach number, and electron temperature
for the same temporal sequence. Results are for simulation 1.
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Then, the increment �uni=cs0−uni, whether positive or nega-
tive, is added to all ion velocities in the strip, such as to bring
M0 to 1. The BC is thereafter self-sustaining with the incre-
ment �uni a small adjustment at each timestep.

Ahedo and Parra21 proposed a similar BC forcing algo-
rithm. Their idea stems from the fact that a linear weighting
scheme on a finite-size mesh is unable to reproduce the local
nonlinearity of the electric potential near the sheath edge for
a subsonic flow. Consequently, ion particles gain a lower
perpendicular energy than they should get in order to fulfill
the BC. Their simple Bohm criterion forcing �SBF� algo-
rithm postulates also a thin BC forcing layer �Q1Q2 in Fig.
4�a�� between the quasineutral PIC domain and the Debye
sheath, characterized by the potential fall,

�� = �Q1
− �Q2

� 0, �5�

needed to bring the ion flux from M0,Q1

1 to M0,Q2

=1. The
combination of the potential falls in the thin BC forcing layer
and the adjacent PIC cell attempts to both provide the correct
perpendicular energy and model the nonlinear behavior near
the sheath edge.

In order to be consistent with the spatial scaling hierar-
chy, the thickness of the BC forcing layer, �BF, must satisfy
d��BF� �Ln ,col� with col as the shortest of the collisional
mean-free-paths. In particular, there is no plasma production
in that layer so that gnQ1

=gnQ2
. Then, assuming, as in Eq. �1�,

that ion particles are monoenergetic, the potential fall in the
BC forcing layer is

�� = min� Te

2e
�1 − M0,Q1

2 �,��max� , �6�

where the provision of a ��max is a numerical artifact, meant
to avoid too large gradients near the boundary. Thus, the
plasma density at the sheath edge Q2 is

neQ2
= gnQ1

�unQ1

2 +
2e��

mi
�−1/2

. �7�

This density is the one provided by the SBF algorithm to the
electron submodel and is used to compute the subsequent
profile of �.

A central characteristic of the SBF algorithm is that it is
supplementary to a primary boundary weighting scheme that
determines uni and the other macroscopic magnitudes at Q1.
Figure 4�b� plots M0 at the control node when the SBF is
supplemented to the SW: instants with M0
1 correspond to
��=��max in Eq. �6�. Although the oscillations of M0�t�
have been reduced greatly, those of ne�t� are similar
to those shown in Fig. 3�c�. Figure 4�c� plots, at the con-
trol node, the ion distribution function f i�En�, with
En=mivnpQ1

2 /2, which has been obtained from all particles
crossing the node in the whole simulated time �and weighted
each particle with its Np�. The average perpendicular energy
of ions is 6.0 eV and the plasma temperature is about 9.2 eV.
This agrees well with the simple estimate En�Te /2 for a
collisionless presheath.

Our SBF algorithm differs from the one of Lampe et al.
in two important features. The first one is that we admit the
inequality form of the BC, M0,Q2

�1, so that the SBF is not

applied when M0,Q1
�1. On the contrary, Lampe et al. imple-

mented the restrictive form M0,Q2
=1 so that ions are slowed

down when M0,Q1
�1. This subject will be discussed in Sec.

IV B. The second and main difference is that our SBF algo-
rithm is energy-conserving since the same energy, e�� �in-
stead of the same perpendicular velocity, �uni� is supple-
mented to all particles in the BC forcing layer. Of course,
both BC forcing algorithms would yield identical results if
the ion particles were monoenergetic �and M0,Q1


1 at every
instant�. However, if the ion velocity distribution function
presents a large dispersion, the application of the SBF algo-
rithm would be justified only if the resulting �� �or �uni� is
almost independent of the distribution function, which is not
correct as we show in Sec. III. Figure 4�c� confirms that
f i�En� has indeed a significant velocity dispersion.

The effect of applying the SBF to the three weighting
schemes �VW, CW, and SW� is illustrated in Fig. 2�d�, which
plots time-averaged profiles of the plasma density along the
sheath edge of the outer wall. Observe, first, the excellent
convergence of results of the three primary weighting
schemes when the SBF is supplemented, in spite of their
significant differences in Fig. 2�c�. Second, the SW is, among
the primary weighting schemes, the closer one to the SBF-
supplemented schemes. The trends shown in Fig. 2�a� and
the convergence illustrated in Fig. 2�d� lead us to conclude
the SW supplemented with the SBF is the best choice �for
the simple BC�. An additional reason to select the SW as
primary weighting scheme is that its matching with a BC
forcing scheme is more physical: the incremental potential
fall at the BC forcing layer is more naturally applied to the
particles leaving the domain on the SW scheme than to the
last cell particles weighted on the CW scheme.

III. THE KINETIC BOHM CRITERION

The electrostatic potential in a thin, collisionless sheath
satisfies the Poisson’s equation

d2�

dz2 = −
e

�0
�

s

Zsns��� , �8�

where subindex s stands for the different species of a multi-
component plasma and Zs for its charge number. The BC at
the sheath edge Q is

�
s

Zs�dns

d�
�

Q
� 0, �9�

and stems from imposing that the non-neutral solution
of Poisson’s equation that starts from Q corresponds to a
locally monotonic potential �i.e., it dismisses oscillatory
solutions�.3,4

For a negative sheath, the BC �9� becomes

P 	
1

Te
�

j

Zjnj − �
j

Zj

e

dnj

d�
� 0, �10�

where the summation index j stands only for the various ions
species, the subindex Q for the sheath edge has being omit-
ted, plasma quasineutrality at the sheath edge, neQ=� jZjnjQ,
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has been applied, Te is the effective electron temperature,
defined as

Te = �need�/dne�Q, �11�

and the “Bohm function” P is defined for later convenience.
The expressions of nj��� in Eq. �10� depend on the type

of formulation used for ions. The general, kinetic formula-
tion yields

ni = �
j

nj = �
j
�

0

�

dvnf j�vn� , �12�

with f j�vn� as the velocity distribution function of species j at
the sheath edge Q in terms of the perpendicular velocity,
once the moments over the two other velocity components
have been taken. Then, Eq. �10� becomes the kinetic BC
�Ref. 3�

P 	 �
j
�

0

�

dvnf j�vn�� Zj

Te
−

Zj
2

mivn
2� � 0. �13�

Clearly, the PIC-SW version of this kinetic BC is

P 	
1

�t�A
�

p

Np

vnp
�Zp

Te
−

Zp
2

mivnp
2 � � 0. �14�

Let ���=ni
−1� j0

�dvnf j�vn���vn� and ���= �ni�t�A�−1

��pNpvnp
−1�p be the average value of a generic magnitude �

in the kinetic and PIC formulations, respectively. The best
parameter both to evaluate the fulfillment of the kinetic BC
and to compare with the simple BC is the “Mach–Bohm”
number

Mk = ũni/cs0, �15�

with

ũni =
�Z�

��Z2vn
−2�

, cs0 =��Z�Te

mi
, �16�

the relevant velocity of the kinetic BC and the sound speed
for cold ions of average charge number �Z�, respectively.
Using Mk the kinetic BC �14� becomes Mk�1.

The fluid Mach number is M0=uni /cs0, with uni= �vn� as
the velocity of the ion flow. Then, the ratio

Mk/M0 	 ũni/uni,

measures the difference between the simple and kinetic
Bohm criterions and is going to depend largely on the dis-
persion of the ion velocity distribution function. For in-
stance, ions with vn�uni �created near the plasma boundary�
have a much larger weight in ũni than in uni. Let cn=vn

−uni be the peculiar velocity of an ion �or ion particle�. If the
dispersion of the ion velocity distribution is small, i.e.,
��cn���uni, and all ions have the same charge number Z, the
kinetic BC takes the “warm-fluid” form4

Z

Te
−

Z2

mi�uni
2 − 3�cn

2��
� 0, �17�

with mi�cn
2� a kind of ion temperature. Then,

Mk 	 ũni/cs0 = uni/cs,

with cs=�ZTe /mi+ �cn
2� as the actual sound speed for the

warm-ion fluid. Since cs0
cs, one has ũni
uni and Mk
M0,
and the simple BC is a weaker condition than the kinetic BC.

When the velocity dispersion is large, as it happens to f i

in Fig. 4�c�, the ratio Mk /M0 becomes smaller and the one-
fluid analogy of Eq. �17� for the kinetic BC is lost �or be-
comes simply formal�. Since vn�0 for �wall-attracted� ions,
a large velocity dispersion, i.e., ��cn���O�uni�, implies that
there are particles with vn�uni �see Fig. 4�c��. These par-
ticles dominate in determining ũni �Eq. �16�� and therefore
ũni�uni and Mk�M0. This discrepancy between Mk and M0

and therefore between the simple and the kinetic BCs is il-
lustrated in Figs. 5�a�–5�c�, commented below.

Observe that the presence of simple and double ions
yields by itself a significant velocity dispersion: double-ion
velocities are about �2 times higher than simple-ion ones.
Indeed, two monoenergetic populations of simple and double
ions with velocities uni1

and uni2
, constitute a simple and

illustrative example of the difference between Mk and M0.
The kinetic BC for that ion distribution is

ni1
+ 2ni2

Te
−

ni1

miuni1
2 −

4ni2

miuni2
2 � 0, �18�

which can be obtained from a multifluid model for ions
too.25 The ratio Mk /M0 is a simple function of ni2

/ni1
and

uni2
/uni1

. Clearly, there is no additional insight on interpret-
ing Eq. �18� as a sonic-supersonic condition on a single fluid,
i.e., uni�cs for certain cs.

IV. BOUNDARY WEIGHTING BASED ON THE KINETIC
BOHM CRITERION

Section II concluded that the SW scheme plus a BC
forcing algorithm are the best boundary weighting scheme in
terms of numerical reliability and physical interpretation, but
it presents large numerical oscillations. Section III concluded
that, in general, the simple BC is a bad estimate of the ki-
netic BC and should not be used in a BC forcing algorithm.
The solutions to these two issues are tackled next.

A. Extended surface weighting

The main cause for the numerical noise created by the
SW is that the number of particles crossing a node in one
timestep, �t, is small and with a large dispersion. The choice
of the PIC timestep is based on aiming a low numerical noise
on the VW of plasma magnitudes. Thus, the numerical noise
at internal nodes is expected to decrease as �t decreases. On
the contrary, low numerical noise of the SW requires a large
timestep so that many particles cross each boundary panel
within that timestep. In our simulations �t��5�10−8 s� is
selected in order that a typical ion takes about two timesteps
to cross one cell. A simple estimate yields that the suitable
timestep for the zeroth-order SW should be about one-
order-of magnitude larger than �t, in order that the noise
levels at boundary and internal nodes be comparable. �Inter-
estingly, Lampe et al., working with PIC models for both
ions and electrons and in order to determine the potential fall
in the Debye sheath, counted the electrons that reach the wall
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�from the high-energy tail of the distribution at the sheath
edge� and point out that the counting timestep must be large
to avoid noise. However, we do not find any hint in their
paper suggesting they are using a SW scheme to compute uni

at the sheath edge.�
A way to satisfy the conflicting volumetric and surface

weighting requirements is to use an extended timestep for the
surface weighting. In practice, this can be executed with little
computational cost if the SW is applied on the particles
crossing a boundary node in k timesteps, which is on a time
interval k�t. This leads to the following extended surface
weighting �ESW� algorithm �for ni�:

26

ni�ESW =
1

k�t�A
�

k
�

p

Np

vnp
, �19�

where the summation on k is extended to the last k-timesteps,
and we took S�sp�=1. Working with k�O�10� instead of
k=1 increases only slightly the computer memory and time
since it affects exclusively to boundary nodes.

Figures 5�a� and 5�b� show the time-averaged values of
Mk and M0, at the outer sheath edge, as k is increased from 1
to 50. The changes with k are attributed to the oscillations on
the scale �t, which fade out as k increases. Observe that
Mk
M0 always; for k=50 and on average along the outer
wall, Mk�0.56 and M0�0.99. The larger sensitivity of Mk

to small values of vn explains that it changes much more
with k than M0. Figures 5�c� and 5�d� plot instant values of
Mk, M0, and ne at the control node when k=50 is used in the
ESW. They show, first that Mk /M0 is rather small at some
instants. Second, the comparison with Figs. 3�b� and 3�c�
shows that the high-frequency noise has been canceled and
only the transit-time oscillation remains. �Indeed, an upper
limit of k would be to keep �k�t�−1 much higher than the
transit-time frequency.�

B. Forcing of the kinetic Bohm criterion

The use of k=O�10� within the ESW algorithm elimi-
nates most of the high-frequency noise but also shows that
the kinetic BC is far from being fulfilled in spite of M0�1.
Figure 5�c� shows instants with Mk as low as 0.1. Therefore,
the ESW still needs to be supplemented with a forcing algo-
rithm of the kinetic BC.

In the ESW framework, the kinetic BC �14� becomes

P 	
1

k�t�A
�

k
�

p

NpZp

vnp
� 1

Te
−

Zp

mivnp
2 � � 0. �20�

The kinetic BC forcing �KBF� algorithm we propose is the
extension of the simple BC forcing algorithm of Sec. II C to
a nonmonoenergetic ion distribution. At those instants when
P in Eq. �20� is negative, the thin, collisionless BC forcing
layer Q1Q2 is included, with a potential fall �� �Eq. �5��. The
potential fall must bring PQ1


0 to PQ2
=0 and, conse-

quently, MkQ1

1 to MkQ2

=1.

The effect of �� on the perpendicular velocity of an
ion-particle crossing the boundary Q1 is given by

vnpQ2

2 ���� = vnpQ1

2 + 2Zpe��/mi. �21�

Then, the implicit equation for determining �� is
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FIG. 5. Results for the ESW and simulation 2. ��a� and �b�� Time-averaged
values along the outer wall of the Mach–Bohm number and the Mach num-
ber for different values of the timestep number k used by the ESW. ��c� and
�d�� Instant values at the control node of three plasma magnitudes for
k=50.
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P���� =
1

k�t�A
�

k
�

p

NpZp

vnpQ2

� 1

Te
−

Zp

mivnpQ2

2 � = 0. �22�

Solving of Eq. �22� is cumbersome because it involves the
velocities of �tens of� particles crossing the boundary node
in k timesteps �in fact, this detailed information is not stored
in our computer implementation�. Based on the ansatz
e���Te condition, Eq. �22� is exchanged by its linear ap-
proximation

P�0� − ��
dP

d��
�0� = 0, �23�

the minus sign coming from the definition of �� in Eq. �10�.
Then, calling

Pj���� =
1

k�t�A
�

k
�

p

NpZp
j

mi
j−1vnpQ

2j−1����
, j = 1,2,3, �24�

and taking into account that

P = Te
−1P1 − P2, dPj/d���� = �1 − 2j�ePj+1,

Eq. �23� yields

e�� = min� P2�0�Te − P1�0�
3P3�0�Te − P2�0�

,e��max� , �25�

with e��max a safety limit again. The plasma density in the
BC forcing layer decreases from neQ1

= P1�0� to

neQ2

 neQ1

− e��P2�0� . �26�

The Mach–Bohm numbers at the layer edges, obtained from
the linearized equation Eq. �23�, satisfy

MkQ1

2 =
P1�0�

TeP2�0�
, MkQ2

2 =
1

Te

P1�0� − �e���P2�0�
P2�0� − 3�e���P3�0�

,

with MkQ2
=1 if ��max is not used in Eq. �25�.

Figures 6�a� and 6�b� show Mk,Q2
�t� and ne�t� at the con-

trol node after using the KBF in addition to the ESW. These
figures are to be compared with Figs. 5�c� and 5�d�. Figure
6�a� illustrates the effectiveness of the KBF algorithm:
Mk,Q2

�1 almost always; instants with Mk,Q2

1 are due to

��max and have no impact on the average response. Figure
6�b� shows a decrease on the transit-time oscillation ampli-
tude of ne�t� with respect to Fig. 5�d�, with the same k. This
makes unclear whether that reduction is physical or an aver-
aging effect caused by a too high value of k. In any case, a
criterion to select an optimal k seems advisable. This crite-
rion would trade-off between a low numerical noise and a
minimum alteration of physical effects. Figure 6�c� plots the
distribution functions of single and double ions at point Q1.
The average perpendicular energies for single and double
ions are 5.8 and 13.2 eV, respectively, and the average Te is
10 eV, values that agree well with simple estimates.

Figure 7�a� shows time-averaged values of the Mach–
Bohm number along the outer wall without and with appli-
cation of the KBF; in this last case values at both Q1 and Q2

are shown. The self-sustaining effect of the BC forcing algo-
rithm, already noticed by Lampe et al., is evident here: the
KBF increases the time-averaged Mach–Bohm number at the

boundary of the PIC domain from Mk�0.5 �without KBF� to
Mk,Q1

�0.9. The time-averaged potential fall to achieve
Mk,Q2

=1 is plotted in Fig. 7�b� together with its temporal
dispersion. That potential turns out to be very small inside
the chamber �e�� /Te�10−3–10−2� and small in the plume
�e�� /Te�10−1�. Notice that e�� is indeed marginal com-
pared to the sheath potential fall, which is one to five times
Te.

13 Since Te /2 is also a measure of the typical perpendicu-
lar energy of ions when reaching the sheath edge, e�� /Te

�1 implies that only ion particles with very low perpendicu-
lar energy, say with En�O�e��� are affected by the KBF.
This agrees perfectly with the fact that the fulfillment of the
kinetic BC is very sensitive to particles with a low vn �Eq.
�15��. A shift by e�� of the distribution functions at Q1,
plotted in Fig. 6�c�, yields an approximate image of the dis-
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tribution functions at Q2. Since Fig. 6�c� is logarithmic on
En, only the small-velocity tail of the distributions notice the
shift.

Finally, Fig. 7�c�—that complements Figs. 2�c� and
2�d�—illustrates the effect of the ESW and the KBF on the
time-averaged plasma density along the outer wall. The
change from SW to ESW reduces the large numerical noise
near the sheath boundary but has little impact on the time-
averaged plasma density and other plasma magnitudes. The
change from ESW to ESW+KBF reduces ne by a factor of
about 2 in the regions with large ion velocity dispersion �the
upstream and downstream ends of the simulation domain�.

V. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Influence of electrons and walls

The fulfillment of the BC concerns mainly the ion dis-
tribution function. The details of �a� the distribution function
of confined electrons and �b� the electron-wall interaction
have a minor role. In the kinetic BC �13�, the electron influ-
ence is reduced to set the effective temperature in Eq. �11�.
�A different case, uncommon and not treated here, corre-
sponds to positive sheaths when electrons are not confined.
Then the general BC �9� does not lead to Eq. �10�. A particu-
lar application of this situation was studied in Ref. 27.�

With respect to the electron-wall interaction, up to here,
we have been concerned only with dielectric walls �the lat-
eral walls of a Hall thruster chamber�. Nonetheless, that
study already covers different electron-wall interaction be-
haviors, depending on the local SEE yield, which ranges
from almost 100% where Te is high �and the Debye sheath is
charge-saturated� to a modest value near the anode.13 Rela-
tive energy losses increase by almost two orders of magni-
tude from zero SEE to the sheath charge-saturated regime.28

In spite of this, the values of Mk along the outer wall in Fig.
5�a� indicate that the wall SEE has no influence on the ful-
fillment of the BC.

In order to further confirm the little effect of electrons
and walls on the BC issue, Figs. 8�a�–8�c� show results for
the anode wall. The anode differs from the dielectric walls in
three aspects: �1� it is a metallic, current-driving wall, �2�
there is no significant SEE, and �3� the incidence of the mag-
netic field, which governs largely the electron motion, is very
different, as observed in Fig. 1�b�. The comparison of Figs.
8�a�–8�c� with, respectively, Figs. 5�a�, 7�a�, and 7�c�, indi-
cates that the trends and conclusions for the dielectric walls
applied to the anode. Observe, in particular, the self-
adjustment of Mk at Q1 from about 0.4 to 0.95 when the KBF
is applied.

B. On the “supersonic” Bohm criterion

The BC forcing algorithm of Lampe et al. imposes the
restrictive or “sonic” form of the BC, M0=1, whereas ours
applies the general form, Mk�1 �or M0�1 for a near mo-
noenergetic population�. There are two reasons of consis-
tency for our decision. First, since the sheath solution re-
quires only Mk�1, the imposition of Mk=1 must be
supported by arguments that assure that Mk�1 always in the
bulk plasma. These arguments are not found in discharges
with relatively large temporal oscillations of physical nature
�which is usually the case of transit-time and breathing
oscillations29 in the Hall thruster discharge�. If those oscilla-
tions exist, setting the restrictive criterion Mk=1 would mean
an invasive action on the plasma response. If plasma oscil-
lations are not too large, we expect our algorithm to fulfill
Mk
1 by its own, which is the case of Mk in Fig. 6�a� in
most instants. Solutions with Mk�1 caused by a physical
temporal oscillation are shown in Fig. 9�a�, which corre-
sponds to a simulation with a 600 V discharge, where transit-
time oscillations are higher, as Te in Fig. 9�b� shows. Ob-
serve the bumps with Mk�1 lasting of the order of a transit-
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time half-period, which must be considered the physical
response to plasma oscillations. �The two wells with Mk


1 have a physical origin too but they are not physical
themselves, just the effect of applying ��max.� The second
reason for the KBF algorithm to allow Mk�1 is that impos-
ing Mk=1 implies a BC forcing layer with �Q2

��Q1
, which

cannot be matched to the electric fields in the Debye sheath
and the bulk of the plasma, which have a reverse sign.

C. Summary and conclusions

The transition between a quasisteady, negative sheath
and a time-dependent quasineutral plasma requires the ful-
fillment, at the sheath edge, of the BC in its general inequal-
ity form. Ion velocity distribution functions in PIC models
�and real devices� present a large dispersion, which augments
when ions of different charge numbers are present. For these
distributions, the widely used, simple expression of the BC,

based on a monoenergetic ion population can underestimate
significantly the exact, kinetic BC. A Mach–Bohm number
Mk, not based on a fluid velocity, is proposed as the suitable
variable for measuring the fulfillment of the kinetic BC.

The evaluation of plasma magnitudes at the domain
boundaries of a quasineutral PIC model requires a reliable
boundary weighting scheme. It is shown, first, a direct rela-
tion between the BC fulfillment and the development of
wall-perpendicular gradients in the quasineutral plasma. Sec-
ond, the standard VW used in internal nodes needs a correc-
tion when applied in a boundary node. Third, as an alterna-
tive, we propose a SW scheme, of similar computational cost
and better results in terms of BC fulfillment. Fourth, in order
to reduce the numerical oscillations of the SW scheme this
must use a time interval one order of magnitude larger than
the typical one for the VW at internal nodes.

For practical PIC meshes and in order to reproduce the
nonlinear behavior of the plasma potential around the sheath
edge and satisfy the kinetic BC, the ESW must be supple-
mented by a kinetic BC forcing algorithm. The KBF postu-
lates the presence of a thin, collisionless, quasineutral, BC-
forcing layer with the incremental potential fall necessary to
accelerate the ion flux to Mk=1 at the sheath edge. Because
of the large sensitivity of the kinetic BC to particles with
small perpendicular velocities and the self-adjusting charac-
ter of the scheme, the incremental potential fall is very small.
Our BC-forcing algorithm is shown to be more consistent
than the original one by Lampe et al. in two central aspects:
it is energy-conserving and based on the kinetic BC instead
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of the simple BC. In addition, our BC-forcing algorithm ap-
plies the general form, Mk�1, instead of the restrictive
form, Mk=1.

Finally, this study has attempted to demonstrate that the
ESW combined with the KBF is an effective and reliable
boundary weighting scheme for PIC models of ions. Its reli-
ability is based on the continuous and convergent trends ob-
served in the comparison of different weighting schemes.
Furthermore, since we have shown that confined electrons
and wall types have little influence on the BC, the conclu-
sions here are expected to be of application to an ion PIC
model with different electron formulations.
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